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Abstract
We de2ne the class of the linear systems whose solution is expressible as a tuple of nonde-
terministic regular expressions when they are interpreted as trees of actions rather than as sets
of sequences. We precisely characterize those systems that have a regular expression as “canon-
ical” solution, and show that any regular expression can be obtained as a canonical solution of
a system of the de2ned class.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A classical result of language theory states that a right linear equational system in
many variables always admits a solution in terms of regular expressions. This solution
is the minimal 2xed point of the corresponding functional and it is the unique 2xed
point whenever the non-empty word property is satis2ed [8].
It is easy to see that, if one relies on a nondeterministic interpretation of regular
expressions (that lead to dropping the left distributivity law: X • (Y + Z)= (X •Y ) +
(X •Z)) then solutions of linear equational systems over regular expressions cannot
always be expressed in terms of Kleene ∗-operator.
To familiarize with the problem, let us consider the two systems that have been
borrowed from [7] and are here rewritten by using the classical language theory
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notation:
• x = ax + by + 1; y = cx + dy;
• x = ay + bz + 1; y = cx + dz + 1; z = ex + fy + 1:
The 2rst equational system is easily solvable by relying on the standard Kleene ∗-
operator that yields x=A∗B as the solution of the equation x=Ax + B. Indeed the
solution of our 2rst system is the pair x=(a + bd∗c)∗ and y=d∗c(a + bd∗c)∗. It is
obtainable by 2rst determining a partial solution for the second equation (y=d∗cx) and
then replacing y in the 2rst equation. There, after applying the right distributivity law:
(X •Z)+(Y •Z) = (X+Y ) •Z , we have that the equation for x is in the form x=Ax+B
and the solution is easily determined. There is no need of using left distributivity.
The second system would be solvable with standard techniques if the left distribu-
tivity law could be used; but when this is not allowed the solution is not obvious at
all.
In other papers (see e.g. [5,6]), we have mimicked the classical language approach of
regular expressions, but considered terms as denotations of nondeterministic behaviors,
i.e. as sets of trees and not as sets of strings. We have obtained an algebra of trees
where all standard axioms of 2nitary regular languages, apart from left distributivity
and idempotency of sum, do hold [5]. Our trees are very similar to those of [1], but
we have the general concatenation operator (with 1 as neutral element) instead of the
action pre2xing one.
Here, for our tree-based interpretation, we tackle the problem of determining the class
of the linear systems with ∗-less coeHcients whose solution is expressible as a tuple of
nondeterministic regular expressions with the classical Kleene ∗-iteration operator. We
de2ne a class of linear equational systems that have a regular expression as canonical
solution, and show that any regular expression can be obtained as a canonical solution
of a system of the class. A sideeIect of this is an explicit characterization of the class
of regular trees which are denotable by regular expressions. Indeed these trees are all
obtained as solutions of linear equational systems in the determined class.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the basic ingre-
dients of nondeterministic semantics of regular expressions. In Section 3, we introduce
the class of, so-called, hierarchical equational systems that admit solutions in terms
of regular expressions. Section 4 is the core of the paper, there we prove the main
characterization theorem and show that any regular expression can be obtained as a
canonical solution of a system of the class of hierarchical equational systems. The 2nal
section contains a few concluding remarks and comments about related work.
2. The algebra of nondeterministic regular expressions
Regular expressions on an alphabet A, are de2ned in the classical way via the BNF:
E ::= 0 | 1 | a |E + E |E •E |E∗ where a is in A:
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Table 1
Axioms for nondeterministic regular expressions
X + Y =Y + X (C1)
(X + Y ) + Z =X + (Y + Z) (C2)
X + 0=X (C3)
(X •Y ) •Z =X • (Y •Z) (S1)
X • 1=X (S2)
1 •X =X (S3)
X • 0=0 (S4)
0 •X =0 (S5)
(X + Y ) •Z =(X •Z) + (Y •Z) (RD)
X ∗=1 + X •X ∗ (∗1)
X ∗ • (Y • (X + Y )∗ + 1)= (X + Y )∗ (∗2)
The interpretation of regular expressions in our algebra of trees, gives rise to a natural
equivalence relation over them. Two regular expressions are equivalent if and only if
they give rise to isomorphic trees.
In [6] we proved that the axioms of Table 1 are consistent and complete, relatively
to our tree interpretation, for a very large class of regular expressions. This set of
axioms can be used to solve equational systems. Indeed, using the above mentioned
axioms, it can be proved that x=A∗B is a solution of the equation x=Ax+B. This is
obtained by proving that A∗B=A • (A∗B)+B by using axioms ∗1 and RD to transform
A∗B and S1 and C1 for the 2nal massaging. The above result permits proving also the
correctness of the following rule:
x = A∗B implies x = Ax + B: (∗ − rule)
We would like to remark that the inverse of the above rule is not correct because in
general we do not have unique solutions for equational systems of regular expressions.
If we would introduce an ordering, 6, on terms that is consistent with the axiom
system, by de2ning X6X + Y and by imposing that it is preserved by all operators,
we could establish that this solution is the minimal one. We prefer not to introduce this
ordering; we shall, nevertheless, call canonical the solution x=A∗B for the equation
x=Ax + B. 1
By taking advantage of the axioms of Table 1, in the sequel, we shall write
∑
i∈J Ei
to indicate multiple summation (E1 + E2 + · · ·+ En) and
∏
k∈K Ek to indicate multiple
concatenation (E1 • E2 • : : : • En), often we shall omit the sequentialization operator and
shall write EE′ instead of E • E′.
In [5] it is proved that, by only using axioms from C1 to RD in Table 1, any regular
expression can be reduced to a normal form as de2ned below. These normal forms are
an essential tool for establishing our result.
1 Indeed, if t is the tree denoted by E, then the tree denoted by E∗ can be proved to be the minimal 2xed
point of the operator 1 + t •− as well as the colimit of the chain of its 2nite approximants (2nite iterations
of t).
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Denition 1. A normal form for a regular expression is either the term 0 or the term
1 or a term of the form
∑
i∈I ai • ni +
∑
j∈J n
∗
j0
• nj1, where all n’s are normal forms
diIerent from 0.
By taking advantage of axioms S2 and S3, we shall often drop 1’s in products.
3. Hierarchical equational systems
In this section we will introduce the necessary de2nitions and prove that any regular
expression in normal form can be seen as a solution of a quadratic equational system,
i.e. of a system such that each summand contains at most two variables.
Denition 2.
• We shall call equational system on the set of variables I = {x1; : : : ; xn} a set of
equations of the following form:
xi =
∑
j∈J
Eij•
∏
k∈K
xk K ⊆ I
whenever the Eij are regular expressions from a 2xed alphabet A.
• An equational system will be called simple if all its Eij’s do not contain the ∗-
operator.
• The equation for the variable xi is called xi-equation.
In order to solve an equational system as above, we do 2x a partial ordering, 6, on
the set I of variables. Without loss of generality, we will concentrate on the solution
corresponding to the root variable of the ordering. The rest of the solution is obviously
obtainable via successive substitutions; i.e. by replacing variables with their obtained
values and solving the smaller set of equations.
If I is our set of variables, to de2ne a partial ordering on I we label all variables
with 2nite strings of natural numbers, while taking care that diIerent variables never
get the same index. A variable will be greater than another if its subscript is a pre2x
of the subscript of the second one, i.e. xts6x′t independently of names. We say that
xts is immediately smaller than x′t if s is a natural number.
Denition 3. Let x, w be variables such that x6w, then we say that x is ruled by w
if either the x-equation contains w or there exists x′ immediately smaller than x that
is ruled by w. If x¡w we say that w rules on x, if x=w we say that x is recursive.
Denition 4. Let I be a set of variables ordered by 6 (de2ned above), a linear equa-
tional system on I is hierarchical if:
(i) for every xi, only variables immediately smaller than xi and at most one variable
w ruling on it occurs in the right-hand side of the xi-equation.
(ii) If a variable w as in (i) does exist, then the xi-equation does not contain a con-
stant term and every variable immediately smaller than xi is ruled either by w or
by xi.
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This hierarchical characterization essentially avoids a certain kind of mutual recursive
de2nitions. Indeed, if we consider variables as nodes of graphs, whenever a variable x
rules on x′, we have that x is at the beginning of a loop that contains x′. The conditions
to be satis2ed by a linear equational system to be hierarchical amounts to requiring
that a variable never occurs in two loops originated by two diIerent variables ruling
it.
By using normal forms and structural induction, we can transform any regular ex-
pression into a simple equational quadratic system. Roughly speaking, each summand
is considered as a separate equation and variables are associated to its components
while taking care of their ordering that corresponds to the generation ordering.
For the sake of clarity, we will use yj variables for denoting terms of the form
n∗j0 • nj1 (i.e. terms whose 2rst factor is iterated via the
∗-operator) and zj variables for
denoting all remaining terms. We shall use x for denoting generic terms.
It is possible to associate a set of simple equations Eq(x; n) to a normal form n with
variables ordered according to the set of their subscripts and with x being the root of
the ordering tree.
Denition 5. We de2ne Eq(x; n) by structural induction as follows:
1. if n≡ c where c is a, possible empty, sum of elements of A or 1, then Eq(z; n)
def={z= c}
2. if nj ≡ n∗j0 • nj1, then Eq(yj; nj) def={yj = xj0yj + xj1}∪Eq(xj0; nj0)∪Eq(xj1; nj1)
3. if ns≡
∑
i∈I asi • nsi +
∑
j∈J n
∗
sj0
• nsj1 is a nontrivial sum, then Eq(zs; ns)
def={zs =
∑
i∈I asi • xsi +
∑
j∈J ysj}∪ {Eq(xsi ; nsi)}i∈I ∪{Eq(ysj ; n∗sj0 • nsj1)}j∈J .
In this way, any nondeterministic regular expression gives rise to a simple quadratic
equational system, where equations are of one of the forms indicated above. Simplicity
of the system, i.e. absence of ∗, can be easily proved by induction.
To illustrate the result of the procedure associating equational systems to normal
forms we provide a simple example. To shorten the presentation of the set of equations,
from now onward, we shall omit those equations associating constant to variable (z= c
in De2nition 5) and write directly the constant in place of the corresponding variable.
Example 1. Consider the following term, already in normal form:
a(a∗b+ c) + (c∗ + a∗b)∗c∗ + a
the quadratic systems associated with it is the following:
z = az1 + y2 + a;
z1 = y11 + c;
y11 = ay11 + b;
y2 = z20y2 + y21;
z20 = y201 + y202;
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y201 = cy201 + 1;
y202 = ay202 + b;
y21 = cy21 + 1:
4. Nondeterministic regular expressions as solutions of equational systems
We shall now prove that a given regular expression is the 2rst component of the
solution of the equational system that is associated to its normal form by following
the construction described in De2nition 5 of the previous section.
Proposition 1. Any nondeterministic regular expression E is the (;rst component of
the) canonical solution of the quadratic system of equations Eq(x; n) when n is the
normal form of E.
Proof. In [5], we proved that any regular expression can be reduced to a normal form.
The claim of the above proposition can be established by exploiting the inductive
construction of Eq(x; n) that associates a set of equation to any normal form, say
n, while guaranteeing that the solution of the equational system yields n. In fact,
looking at the way we have de2ned Eq(x; n) starting from n, one could observe that
the construction relies on one of the following basic steps:
• one step corresponds to the “inverse” of variables instantiations; i.e. a term, say t,
is replaced by a variable, say x, and a new equation x= t is added;
• the other step corresponds to using the (∗ − rule) of Section 2 by reverting the
canonical solution of equations over regular expressions; i.e. a term of the form A∗B
is replaced by a variable, say y, and a new equation y=Ay + B is added.
In other words, we perform an “unfolding” when de2ning Eq(x; n) and a “folding”
when determining a solution of the equational system.
Now, we have that any quadratic equational system associated to a normal form, can
be transformed into a linear hierarchical equational system by inducing on a speci2c
ordering of quadratic summands based on their 2rst variable. Linearization is achieved
by downgrading quadratic summands, while maintaining the canonical solution, till
their 2rst variable becomes a constant. Please notice that the only quadratic equations
are those obtained at step 2 of De2nition 5, where we have terms of the form xj0yj.
Below, we establish that linearization of quadratic terms is possible. Before proving
it formally, we brieLy sketch the construction and consider a very simple example that
should help the reader in following the steps of the proof. For a better understanding
of the example and of the successive proof, we would like to remind the reader that
variables y and z indicate terms with a speci2c structures (see the notational convention
before De2nition 5)
For linearization, we substitute any quadratic term of the form xj0yj with a fresh
variable x′j0. In this way the quadratic term disappears, but we are left to de2ne a new
equation for x′j0, that will substitute the one for xj0. In order to maintain the same
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solution, we have to guarantee that the solution of the equation for x′j0 is equal to the
one for xj0 multiplied by yj. This procedure can generate further quadratic terms, but
their 2rst variable will be smaller than the original one. One can easily see that since
we order quadratic terms with respect to their 2rst variable, this procedure downgrades
them until the 2rst variable becomes a constant; i.e. quadratic terms do disappear.
The linearization for the quadratic system corresponding to the expression a(a∗b +
c) + (c∗ + a∗b)∗c∗ + a as obtained in the previous section (Example 1) is outlined
below.
Example 2. The only quadratic term of the system in Example 1 is z20y2; we can then
substitute z′20 for z20y2 in the equation of y2 and replace the equation of z20 by
z′20 = y201y2 + y202y2:
Now we have to eliminate two quadratic terms, but they are simpler than the original
one, and with the same ruling variable.
We substitute y′201 for y201y2 in the equation of z
′
20 and replace the equation of y201
by
y′201 = cy
′
201 + y2:
Analogously, we substitute y′202 to y202y2 in the equation of z
′
20 and replace the equation
of y202 by
y′202 = ay
′
202 + by2:
The resulting hierarchical linear system will be:
z = az1 + y2 + a;
z1 = y11 + c;
y11 = ay11 + b;
y2 = z′20 + y21;
z′20 = y
′
201 + y
′
202;
y′201 = cy
′
201 + y2;
y′202 = ay
′
202 + by2;
y21 = cy21 + 1:
Now all variables under z′20 depend on the ruling variable y2, which is recursive, and
their equations do not contain any constant.
Proposition 2. A quadratic equational system generated by a normal form has a
corresponding (with the same canonical solution) hierarchical linear simple equational
system.
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Proof. Let us formally de2ne the procedure to downgrade quadratic terms. Actually
we have two cases depending on the form of the quadratic terms
(a) the quadratic term is of the form zjsyj:
we replace it with z′j and replace the equation for zjs (zjs=
∑
i∈I ai • xjsi+
∑
k∈K yjsk
+ c) with z′js =
∑
i∈I ai • xjsiyj +
∑
k∈K yjskyj + cyj
(b) the quadratic term is of the form yjsyj:
we replace it with y′js and replace the equation for yjs (yjs = xjs0yjs + xjs1) with
y′js = xjs0y
′
js + xjs1yj.
Now, starting from a quadratic system obtained from a normal form, it can be
observed that:
• original equations are such that for all xs-equations there is no ruling variable for
xs, all the other variables in the xs-equations are immediately smaller than xs (this
is due to the way the equational system is built);
• when a step of the downgrading procedure is applied to an equation, no ruling
variable is added to this equation, while the new equation introduced for x′ (the
new variable), has only one ruling variable and does not have constant term;
• a variable of the kind x′ is not aIected anymore by the algorithm, thus its equation
can be linearized (if needed) without any further multiplication by another (ruling)
variable. On the other hand, the dependence on that variable is inherited by all the
variables smaller than it, except those that appear as coeHcient of x′ (when this is a
recursive variable. These variables will depend on x′ itself, that will be their ruling
variable.
From the above consideration it follows that terms in an equation can be multiplied
on the right by a ruling variable only once; in that case the equation does not have
constant term anymore. All other variables are not greater than the one de2ned by the
given equation. Preservation of the canonical solution is obvious in step a, while, in
step b, it is guaranteed by the fact that we obtain canonical solution via the device:
x=Ax + B implies x=A∗B.
Theorem 1. All linear hierarchical equational systems have a regular expression as (a
;rst component of) a canonical solution and all nondeterministic regular expressions
are canonical solutions of a hierarchical linear simple equational system.
Proof. To prove the 2rst part of the theorem, we proceed by induction on the
ordering of the variables starting from the leaves of the variables tree. The equation
of a leaf variable cannot contain any other variable but, possibly, itself and=or a ruling
variable. Hence in this case we obtain as a solution a constant term or (applying
the canonical solution device) a constant ∗-term possibly followed by the ruling
variable.
Let us now suppose that this is the case for any variable smaller than xs, say xsi . I.e.
After repeated substitutions, the right-hand side of the xsi-equation is now a constant
term or a constant term followed by the ruling variable. When substituting the value of
xsi in the equation of the greater variable xs, we have constant values or two possible
cases:
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(a) the ruling variable is xs, then substitution in xs-equation will produce a recursive
term; or
(b) the ruling variable is strictly greater than xs, then substitution will produce a ruling
term;
Notice that all these smaller variables can be ruled at most by xs or by the same
variable greater than xs. Hence, after substitution of all of them in xs-equation, there
are at most two groups of terms only, recursive ones and constant ones in case a, or
recursive ones and the ones containing the same ruling variable in case b (constant
terms were not present in this case). In both cases, using RD, we obtain an equation
of the form
(a) xs =
∑
i∈I Cixs +
∑
j∈J Djxk , xs¡xk , or
(b) xs =
∑
i∈I Cixs + D
and we are again in the same conditions as before, but for the complexity of constant
terms that is possibly increased due to the application of canonical solution device.
Therefore, repeated substitution will eliminate all variables, because, reaching the
top of the tree, no ruling variable is possible anymore.
The second part of the theorem follows from Propositions 1 and 2.
We conclude this subsection by reconsidering the two systems described in the
introduction.
Example 3.
• x= ax + by + 1; y= cx + dy,
• x= ay + bz + 1; y= cx + dz + 1; z= ex + fy + 1.
The 2rst system is hierarchical, provided that we let y¡x; its canonical solution is
x=(a+bd∗c)∗. Instead, no ordering on variables renders the second system hierarchical
and our method cannot be applied.
5. Final considerations
In this paper, we have considered nondeterministic interpretations of regular
expressions. Classically, regular expressions have been studied as denotations for regu-
lar languages, as behaviors of 2nite state automata or as solutions of equational systems
obtained from right linear grammars. Here, by relying on an interpretation that does
observe nondeterminism, we have studied the relation between regular expressions and
equational systems. Indeed, Theorem 1 is a characterization of ∗-solvable linear sys-
tems. Although we cannot claim that hierarchical systems are the only ones that are
solvable via Kleene ∗-operator, we have that their canonical solutions cover all the
range of nondeterministic regular expressions.
We did not consider the relationships between regular expressions and nondeter-
ministic behaviors, but we have to say that our work was prompted by the eIorts
and the questions posed by Milner who in [7] studies the problem of characterizing
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nondeterministic process behaviors as regular expressions. Milner poses the question of
determining eIective criteria for characterizing those nondeterministic 2nite automata
whose behavior can be described by a regular expression. Milner also provides neces-
sary conditions for the existence of such characterization.
The setting considered by Milner is that of 2nite automata quotiented by a bisimul-
ation-based equivalence (that respects nondeterminism) and with an interpretation of
concatenation that considers all states as 2nal. This leads to an equational setting
diIerent from ours (Table 1) in two respects:
the idempotency law X + X = X is added,
the catastrophy law X • 0=0 is dropped.
We consider as catastrophic those computations not leading to a 2nal state (X • 0=0)
while being faithful to the classical interpretation of sequentialization. Moreover, we
have dropped the idempotency rule (X +X =X ), because this keeps the considered in-
terpretation close to tree-based behaviors, indeed a tree consisting of two equal branches
may not always be considered as equivalent to one with a single branch. We would
like to add that this omission of the idempotency rule is irrelevant for all actual proofs.
As mentioned in the introduction, the examples used in the paper have been taken
from [7] and re-worded with the classical language of regular expressions. This was
needed because the (nondeterministic) algebra considered by Milner is diIerent from
the natural counterpart of classical (deterministic) Kleene algebra, e.g. 0 and 1 are
not considered and a single unit nil is used. Indeed, in Milner’s language, the second
example would appear as:
x = ay + bz; y = cx + dz; z = ex + fy
but this system would have 0 as a canonical solution and could not be a counterexample
supporting Milner’s intuitions.
Our work has been simpli2ed by the chosen underlying tree model that we have kept
as close as possible to the classical language based one. The key property for our result
has been the catastrophy law X • 0=0. This law has been instrumental also in other
circumstances; indeed it holds also for language-based interpretations and guarantees
that only complete runs to 2nal states are considered when describing behaviors.
The original question posed by Milner was tackled by Doeko Bosscher. In Chap-
ter 3 of [3], Bosscher proposes an eIective criterion for determining whether a rooted
directed graph, quotiented via bisimulation, is expressible as a regular expression. The
criterion is, admittedly, rather intricate, and relies on graphs decomposition. The prob-
lem of 2nding “more mathematical” criteria is left open. It is conjectured [4] that
a rooted directed minimal graph modulo bisimulation is expressible if and only if
for every state which is on a cycle there is a unique (noncyclic) path to a state
in the cycle from which the terminated state can be reached without using the
cycle.
Our criterion, stated in purely mathematical terms (De2nition 4), is based on equa-
tions rather than graphs but it suggests a graphical interpretation similar to that hinted
by Bosscher. If we consider variables as nodes of graphs, and assume that a ruling
variable is the starting node of a loop and that the variables ruled by it are the other
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nodes of the loop. Then, the condition to be satis2ed by a hierarchical system is that
every variable never be in two loops originated by two diIerent variables.
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